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The purpose of the tachistoscope,which was inventedby
Volkmannin 1859,was to present stimulifor brief durations.
Tachistoscopes have been useful in psychological studies
when the precision of stimulus timing was critical, espe-
cially when the stimulus exposure time is very brief and
when a set of stimuli is presented sequentially for short
durations. An example is the visual masking paradigm
used to study subliminal or unconsciousprocessing (Mar-
cel, 1983). During experiment trials, a word is presented
for a variable duration and is followed by a pattern mask.
The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between word and
mask at which the subject has difficulty in deciding
whether or not a word had appeared is identified.The SOAs
are quite short in order to measure the perceptual thresh-
old for detecting a word. The precision of display timing
provided by a tachistoscope is especially critical to this
kind of experiment.

Today, computers have become popular for displaying
stimuli in psychologicalexperiments.Using the traditional
tachistoscopetoprepare stimuli fordisplay is time-consuming
and does not meet all the needs of many researchers. The
merits of usingcomputers to control tachistoscopicdisplays

are the efficiency of stimulus preparation, of carrying out
the experiments, and of collectingdata for analysis, as well
as the flexibilityin sequencingstimuluspresentations.How-
ever, there are certain limitations that must be noted when
using computers for stimuli display. One of these is the
limited number of channels available for creating dynamic
display change, and another one is the error of display tim-
ing caused by the delay of frame refreshing.

Since much psychological research uses computers to
display stimuli, it is necessary to develop the techniques
that keep the virtue of the display timing precision of the
tachistoscope but that take advantage of the computer’s
positivecharacteristics.The reason for a tachistoscopehav-
ing three or more fields is that it allows researchers to put
all the stimuli in the fields before the start of each trial; the
tachistoscope can then serially light up the fields to show
the stimuli and change the display rapidly. By analogywith
the tachistoscope, multichannel displays for a PC tachisto-
scope can be produced by preloading all the images for a
trial into video memory and quickly switching among the
channels as needed. Recent papers have shown how to in-
crease the number of display pages that can be stored in
video memory on the PC (Bokhorst, 1995; Myors, 1998);
however, the restriction is that the proposed methods can
only be used in text mode or low-resolutiongraphic modes
when 32 pages are needed (Myors, 1998), or in VGA mono-
chrome graphic mode with 8 pages (Bokhorst, 1995).

Another limitation in using computers for tachisto-
scopic displays is the refresh rate of the monitors. The re-
fresh rate is the number of times that the cathode ray tube
(CRT) updates the screen from the top to the bottom in one
second. While the CRT is refreshing one frame, any change
made to the video memory will not be updated on the ac-
tual display until the current frame is finished and the next
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The number of channels that PC tachistoscopes can have has increased recently (Bokhorst, 1995;
Myors, 1998); however, neither the quality of display nor speed of image switching has been improved.
This article shows the capability of VESA’s VBE 3.0 standard (1998) for increasing the number of chan-
nels of high-quality images. And the refresh rate can be set to the fastest cathode ray tube (CRT) scan-
ning rate the monitor can tolerate in order to reduce the timing delay of changing display. A PCTSCOPE
library was written in C to provide these capabilities,which is compatible with conventional DOS real
mode. The PC tachistoscope can have numbers of channels with various resolutions and colors and dif-
ferent refresh rates. For example, 25 images with the resolution of 640 3 480 pixels and 256 colors can
be loaded to video memory, and vertical refresh rate can be set to 180 Hz. It takes less than 6 msec to
change the display among 25 channels in synchronizing with the start of the video scanning frame. In
this library, the number of channels, the resolution of the images, and the speed of changing display all
are improved. The multichannel PC tachistoscope with this technique is especiallysuitable for research
requiring high-quality images and rapid successive presentation of stimuli.
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frame begins. Bridgeman (1998) showed clearly the prob-
lems caused by refreshing displays when using brief pre-
sentation times of visual stimuli on computers (also see
Krantz, 2000, for a review of timing a stimulusof an image).
An algorithm was provided to have a more accurate esti-
mation for actual stimulus durations (Bridgeman, 1998).
Because of the updating process for computer displays, it
is necessary to synchronize the timing of the display
change with the start of the frame cycle in order to elimi-
nate error caused by the delay of updating the changed
display. And the speed of screen updating rate determines
the time resolution of both changing the display and the
duration of displayed stimuli. With a higher refresh rate,
the control for display changes can be faster and display
durations can be shorter. The default vertical refresh rate
of 60 Hz in standard VGA graphic modes, 17 msec for up-
dating the screen area once, is apparently too slow to run
experiments that require brief displays of visual stimuli.

The present paperdescribesa libraryof C functionscalled
the PCTSCOPE library, which is able to resolve the prob-
lems just described. Its capability includes preloading
many high-resolution images in video memory, changing
the display among these images quickly, and increasing
the refresh rate of the monitor. This library is appropriate
for computerized experiments that demand high-quality
images and precise display timing control. This article first
describes the required hardware. It then shows the capa-
bilitiesand the ease of using the routines in the PCTSCOPE
library. To explain how these simple routines work, the
necessary technical information is introduced in the fol-
lowingsections.These sectionsdescribehow to preloadmul-
tiple high-quality images and how to specify one of them
to display. It also shows a method for synchronizing the
display change to the refreshing frame and for setting the
refresh rate to accelerate the display change. The discus-
sion shows an application to an eye movement study re-
quiring fast display changes in response to subjects’ own
eye movements (McConkie, Wolverton, & Zola, 1984).

METHOD

The PCTSCOPE library has a set of routineswritten in C,
compiled with Borland C++ 3.1 in large memory mode
and developed in a DOS real-mode environment that is
compatiblewith most software for the real-time control of
experiments.All the routineswere developedfor the VESA’s
graphic modes and it follows the VESA VBE (VESA Bios
Extension) 3.0 standard.

The Hardware Requirements
The required hardware for the PCTSCOPE library in-

cludes a multifrequencycolormonitor and a VGA card that
supports VESA’s graphic modes. The higher the frequen-
cies that the monitor can tolerate and that the VGA card
can support, the higher the refresh rate can be set. Themore
memory the VGA card has, the more images can be stored.
There are some hardware restrictions that should be noted.
First, the maximum memory that can be currently ac-
cessed is 8 MB. This is causedby a limitationof memory ad-

dressing in the DOS real mode. Second, the VGA card
must support VESA VBE 3.0. Some of the functions, espe-
cially the refresh rate control,work only for VBE 3.0 stan-
dard and not for earlier versions. If VBE 3.0 is not avail-
able on the VGA card, VESA drivers supporting VBE 3.0
(e.g., UniVBE by SciTech company) can be used but some
of the graphic modes may not be available.As an example,
our work is carried out using a 19-in. monitor, ViewSonic
PT795. The vertical frequency ranges from 50 to 180 Hz
and the horizontal frequency ranges from 30 to 110 kHz.
The display controller card is an ASUS AGP-V3400TNT
with 16 MB SDRAM. It supports VESA DDC2B+ and
VBE 2.0/3.0.

Showing and Changing Images With the
PCTSCOPE Library

The usage of the PCTSCOPE library is very easy and
clear. A program only needs to include the head file
“pctscope.h”and declare two public variables, ActivePage
and VisualPage; then all the routines in this library can be
called.The Appendixshows a sample program that demon-
strates how easy it is to use the relevant display routines to
load the images and change between them. The general
procedure for doing tachistoscopic displays is as follows.
First, to initialize the VESA graphic mode, assign the val-
ues of the graphic mode number and the refresh rate by
calling initVbeMode(ModeNo, RefreshRate). The resolu-
tion and colors for all indexed numbers of VESA graphic
modes are listed in the head file “pctscope.h.” Both the
resolution and the maximal refresh rate of a graphic mode
are constrained by the capabilities of the display card and
the monitor. Also the number of pages available depends
on the resolution of the desired mode. For example, the
VESA mode 0 3 101 is defined for the mode with the res-
olution of 640 3 480 pixels and 256 colors. In this mode,
25 images can be preloaded and the refresh rate can be set
to 180 Hz, with the hardware described in the prior section
(Table 1).

Second, the value of the variable ActivePage specifies
which page will be activated for drawing images. There are
routines for drawing on the page assigned by ActivePage.
For graphic modes with 16 colors or 256 colors, vbe_
putpixel(X, Y, ColorIndex) draws a pixel at the specified
location. And an image file with PCX format can be
loadedby using load_PCX_file(X, Y, Filename). For graphic
modes with 64K or more colors, vbe_putpixel_ rgb(X,Y,
RedValue,GreenValue,BlueValue) is usedfordrawing a pixel
and load_JPG_file(X,Y, Filename) can load an image file
with JPEG format.

Once all images have been drawn on their different
pages, the routine visualPage(PageNo) is called to switch
to the page that is wanted on the screen. To avoid the prob-
lem of the display tearing apart while changing among
pages, caused by switching pages while refresh scanning
is in progress, the vsync() routine should be added before
visualPage().

The routines in the PCTSCOPE library cover all the ac-
tions for tachistoscopic displays (Table 2). They include
those needed to store images, to switch between images,
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to synchronize the display change to the refreshing frame,
and to increase the refresh rate. Actually there are many
basic elements that make these actions possible. The fol-
lowing sections introduce the procedures and methods to
do tachistoscopic displays on computers, showing how
these simple routines are built on numerous parameter set-
tings and calculations.

Storing High-Quality Images in Video Memory
There are several ways that the display on a PC tachis-

toscope can be quicklychanged.A new image can be com-
puted from a file and drawn at the moment a change is de-
sired; however, this is time-consumingif much of the image
must be recomputed.Alternatively, the images can be pre-
pared in advance and stored in the computer’s semicon-
ductormemory, beingmoved to videomemory when a stim-
ulus change is desired. This method is more efficient but
it works only for those graphic modes with lower resolu-
tion. The architecture of the DOS environment allows al-
locating only 64K (65,536 bytes) of memory as a video
buffer for a VGA display. The video buffer cannot handle
any image with higher resolution and more than 16 colors.
It cannot set graphic modes that require more than 64K of
video buffer. For example, an image with 640 3 480 res-
olution and 256 colors requires 307,200 bytes for the dis-
play information.The required memory for such a graphic
mode is about five times the size of the video buffer.

SuperVGA provides a bank-switching method for dis-
playing an image that needs higher resolution and more
colors. The memory on the display card can be divided
into several banks of 64K bytes, and these banks can map
to the single DOS video buffer one at a time to compose
the SuperVGA image for the display (Figure 1). Any action
for reading or writing a pixel requires switching to the cor-
respondingbank in order to map to the videobuffer and then
being able to change the content of the memory address.

Therefore, if the required memory for an image is larger
than the video buffer, the image has to be separated into
parts in the banks of video memory. Even if the image is
loaded in the computer’s semiconductormemory, display-
ing it requires a series of bank switches, transferring part
of the image into the video buffer with each switch and
sending that part to the screen. This bank-mapping ap-
proach to changing the display needs to split the image
and transfer the parts one at a time, which is often still not
fast enough.

The fastest method of showing a high-quality image is
to computeall needed banksand then to store them in video
memory ahead of time so they are ready for immediate ac-
cess. Mapping the banks of the image to the video buffer
can be accomplished by internal commands in the VGA
adapter. Only one thing is required for showing an image:
assigning the beginningaddressof the videomemory where
the image is located.Switching among the images can then

Table 1
The Available Pages and Refresh Rates on Different Resolutions of VESA Modes

Pages Available Time for One
With 8 MB Maximum Refresh ScanningFrame

VESA Mode No. Resolution No. Colors Memory Rate (Hz) (Milliseconds)

101h/111h/112h 640 3 480 256/64K/16.8M 25/12/6 180 5.56
102h/103h/114h/115h 800 3 600 16/256/64K/16.8M 32/16/8/4 167 5.99
104h/105h/117h/118h 1024 3 768 16/256/64K/16.8M 16/10/5/2 133 7.52
106h/107h/11Ah 1280 3 1024 16/256/64K 10/6/3 102 9.80

Note—The capabilities of the PCTSCOPE library were tested on a ViewSonic PT795 monitor and an ASUS AGP-V3400TNT dis-
play card. M, million.

Table 2
Description of Main Functions in PCTSCOPE Library

Function Argument Description

initVbeMode(mode, rfrate) int mode The number for a specified VESA mode
float rfrate The refresh rate for the assigned mode

setVbeMode(mode, rfrate) int mode The number for a specified VESA mode with the
default refresh rate

visualPage(pageno) int pageno The page number shown on the display
vsync(void) Synchronize with the scan frame
vbe_putpixel(x,y,color)* int x,y The x and y coordinates for a pixel

int color The color index
vbe_putpixel_rgb(x,y,r,g,b)† int x,y The x and y coordinates for a pixel

int r,g,b The red, green, blue values
load_PCX_file(x,y,filename)* int x,y The x and y coordinates for a PCX file

char *filename Load an image file with PCX format
load_JPG_file(x,y,filename)† int x,y The x and y coordinates for a JPEG file

char *filename Load an image file with JPEG format
clearPage(pageno,color) int pageno The page number to be cleared

int color The color number for the background

*For graphic modes with 16 or 256 colors. †For graphic modes with 64K or 16.8M colors.
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simply be like opening and closing shutters when stimu-
lus changes are needed.

Most of today’s display cards have sufficient RAM on
board to store many images.To utilizeall of the video RAM,
it is convenient to store the images under Windows 9x or
DOS protected mode because all the memory can be ad-
dressed directly by the linear frame buffer method. In DOS
real mode, with its limited memory addressing ability, it
is necessary to use the banking method to access all of the
video memory. The banking method is slower than direct
addressing because it is necessary to calculate where to
switch to a different memory bank when drawing pixels.
However, if the bank-switchingmethod can be used to store
all the images in the video memory before starting a trial,
then any of the images can be quickly displayed by just
specifying its starting address in the video memory. This
approach shifts image creation and loading time to the
noncritical time prior to the trial, eliminating delays for
loading images during critical times.

Using the VESA’s functioncall 4F01h, the computer can
acquire the necessary information to compute the number
of banks of memory for an image in the current graphic
mode. The area of memory required to hold one image will
be referred to as a page. In the equation given below, one
more bank needs to be added for a page if the memory size
is not evenly divisible by 64K.

BanksPerPage = ((Height*BytesPerLine +

Width*BytePerPixel)/(64*1024))

The memory on the display card can be accessed to
show a high-qualityimage by the bank-switchingmethod.
Therefore all of the video memory on the displaycard would
be accessible by the same method. With a display card
having8 MB of memory, a totalof 128banksofmemory can
be accessed. One image with the resolution of 640 3 480
pixels and 256 colors needs roughly five banks of mem-
ory. Thus, 25 images of this size can be stored in 8 MB of
memory. Actually there is enoughmemory to store 27 such

images (8 MB divided by 307,200 bytes). However, the
work is reduced if images are loaded in such a way that the
beginning memory addresses of images are always at the
beginningof a bank. It is then simpler to calculate the off-
set memory address of a pixel location on a given page.
The number of pages that can be stored varies with differ-
ent resolutions and depends on how much memory is
needed for a display.

The PCTSCOPE library defines a variable called Ac-
tivePage that indicateswhich pageon the display card (with
pages numbered sequentially from 0) is active for drawing
the image, but this page is not necessarily the one show-
ing on the display. With the information of the assigned
VESA graphic mode, the bank number and the offset from
start address of any pixel in the active page can be calcu-
lated.For example,givena pixel at position (x, y) on pageN,
the corresponding bank number is N multiplied by banks
per page. And the offset memory address from the begin-
ning of the corresponding bank can also be obtained.
Given

ActivePage = N,

BankNumber = N*BanksPerPage + ((y*Bytes-

PerScanLine + x*BytesPerPixel)/64K)

OffsetAddress = (y*BytesPerScanLine +

x*BytesPerPixel) & 0xffff

With the valueof BankNumber, the setbank() routinewill
switch to the corresponding bank. And the OffsetAddress
decides the memory address offset from that bank. The
drawing routine then uses this information to assign the
appropriate bank and put a pixel with its color on any po-
sitionof the requestedpage.The drawing functioncalls write
directly to the video memory; therefore, it is different in
calculating the corresponding memory address for each
pixel for different color depths of graphic modes. The
PCTSCOPE library provides two sets of routines to draw
a pixel or load an image file to any page in different graphic
modes. The vbe_putpixel() and load_PCX_file() can be
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Figure 1. A simple diagram shows the mapping between pages of images and banks of video memory.
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used for graphic modes with 16 or 256 colors, and vbe_
putpixel_rgb() and load_JPG_file() for graphic modes
with 64K or more colors. Drawing pixel by pixel takes
longer to load images, especially with higher resolution
and more colors; however, the image loading time typi-
cally occurs between trials during an experiment, and the
loading time is acceptable when one is using a computer
with a Pentium CPU.

In summary, to store an image, this library acquires the
information by using VESA’s function call 4F01h to get
the number of banks for each page in the current graphic
mode. To put a pixel at any location of the assigned page
using the drawing routines, the corresponding bank is
identifiedby the informationof ActivePage,banksper page,
and the location being drawn. Also the offset from the be-
ginning of that bank can be calculated automatically. The
drawing routines use all the necessary information to as-
sign the appropriatebank using setbank() and put pixels at
the corresponding memory address.

Specify an Image to Display
Once the images are stored in the memory of the dis-

play card, they can be switched on and off rapidly for the
tachistoscopicdisplay. One method for showing an image
involvescopying the content of the first bank for one page
to the video buffer, switching to the next bank, and copy-
ing again, and repeating this process until all banks for the
page have copied. However, the bank switching and copy-
ingprocessare too slowfor many purposes.A faster method
is to use VESA’s function 4f07h, which provides an effi-
cient method for display switching. It can change the start
address of the video buffer to any offset address of the
memory on the display card; the contents of the following
memory locations are then displayed on the screen. For
example, the offset address is 0 for the beginningof the first
bank 0, 5*64K for bank number 5, and so on. With five
banks as a single page, the offset address can be obtained
by PageNumber*BanksPerPage*64K. Assigning the off-
set address for any page to VESA’s function 4f07h, the
display card will switch to display the specified page very
quickly. The visualPage() function in this library is used
for assigning any one of the pages in memory to be shown
on the display. Passing the page number to visualPage(),
it calculates the offset address of the assigned page and
passes it to VESA’s function 4f07h, causing the display to
change immediately.

The library keeps the page number of the current dis-
play in the VisualPagevariable and the value of VisualPage
is assigned through the argument of visualPage() function.
The drawing routines will not change the display on the
screen unless ActivePage and VisualPage have the same
page number. By default, both the ActivePage and Visual-
Page are set to 0, which is the first of all pages and also the
page shown on the screen when the graphic mode is being
initialized. If there are several images to be loaded into
different pages, but these are not to be displayed as they
are being loaded, then it is important that the value of the
ActivePage not be the same as the value of the VisualPage.

Synchronizing the Display Change
to Frame Refreshing

For standard VGA graphic modes with a resolution of
640 3 480 pixels, the vertical refresh rate is 60 Hz. At this
speed, the CRT takes about 17 msec to scan and update the
whole display from the top line to the bottom line of the
screen. While the CRT is refreshing one frame, any change
to the video buffer will have no effect on the displayed ar-
rays until the current frame is finished. At that point, the
computer begins displaying the newly specified image.
Thus, even thougha new image is specified, it may be sev-
eral millisecondsbefore the computer begins to display it.
Thus, the time between the moment that image A is re-
quested until the moment that image B is requested is not
necessarily the amount of time that image A is displayed.
For example, if image A was requested just after a scan of
the previousimagebegins,and image B is requested14 msec
later, just before that scan is ended, image A would in fact
never appear on the screen, even though the program
might report that it had been displayed for 14 msec. In
general, the actual display time can differ from the time
between image requests by the time of a single frame (less
14 msec) or, under certain conditions, even more for spe-
cific parts of the image. The results of the experiment can
thus be contaminated if the time between image requests
is very brief or the changing timing is crucial. Thus it is
important to synchronize the timing of the display change
with the start of the frame cycle in order to eliminate the
error caused by the delay of updating the changed display.

There is an input status register, 0x3da, on the VGA
control, which a program can check to see whether verti-
cal scanning is in progress or not. By continuouslycheck-
ing this register, a program can wait until a refresh scan is
ended before initiatinga display change.With the function
vsync() shown below, the display change can be delayed
in order to synchronize with the start of a refresh scan.

void vsync(void)

{

while(!(inp(0x3da) & 0x08)); /* wait

for end of retrace */

while(inp(0x3da) & 0x08)); /* wait

for start of retrace */

}

The PCTSCOPE library has the tools necessary for
storing multiple high-quality images and quickly switch-
ing among them. Furthermore, synchronizing the display
change to frame refreshing can reduce the delayerror of pre-
sentation times. When using the library in practical pro-
gramming, it is only necessary to set a page number to Ac-
tivePage and then use the drawing routines to put pixels on
the assigned page. Once all images are loaded, the display
can switch rapidly to show any page by simply assigning
the page number to the visualPage() function.The vsync()
function can be called before the visualPage() in order to
synchronize the page switching to the frame refreshing.
However, if the display change has to wait until the be-
ginning of the next frame before it can begin, then refresh
rate will directly affect how quickly the page can be
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changed, following the request for a new image. The fol-
lowing section shows how to accelerate the speed of
switching by increasing the refresh rate.

Refresh Rate Control
With the core functionsof VBE 3.0, it is possible to con-

trol the refresh rate for the graphic modes being set in the
real-mode DOS environment.Control of refresh rate is ac-
complishedby passing a set of CRT controller (CRTC) pa-
rameters and pixel clock values to function 4F02h. The
computingof CRTC timings is quite complicated.Briefly,
initializinga VESA graphic mode with a specified refresh
rate requires the following procedures. First, the informa-
tion for the speed limitations of the monitor must be ob-
tained by using VBE/DDC, if available. Second, general-
ized timing formula (GTF) is used to compute thenecessary
parameters for the specified refresh rate and the normal-
ized pixel clock. Finally the resulting CRTC timings are
passed to function4F02h to initializethe graphicmode with
the acquired refresh rate. The VBE 3.0 standard itself does
not provide any means to compute these parameters; how-
ever, the MGL library distributedby the SciTech Company
provides the source of functions to compute the desired
values for controlling the refresh rate. The MGL library
with the source code is available on the SciTech’s website
(http://www.scitechsoft.com/). The functiondescribed here
for initiating the VESA graphic modes and setting the re-
fresh rate is from part of the source code in the MGL library.

The VESA’s function 4f02h can initiate various SVGA
graphic modes and can control the refresh rate in the VBE
3.0 standard. There are two parameters involvedin setting
the refresh rate in the VESA’s function4f02h.The BX value
holds a specific number for the assigned VESA graphic
mode in the first 8 bits, and the 11th bit of BX can enable
or disable the refresh rate control. For example, to enable
refresh rate control for a VESA graphic mode 0x102, it
can be done with the OR operation of 0x0102and 0x0800.
The second step is to point the structure of CRTC values
to ES:DI when the CRTC values have been obtained by
GTF computations.

In the PCTSCOPE library, the initVbeMode() routine
includes the procedures to initiate the graphic mode and
set the refresh rate. It is important to know the capability
of the display card and the limitations of the screen under
the desired resolution.For example, the ASUS V3400TNT
display card can support up to 250 Hz of vertical refresh
frequency with the resolution of 640 3 480. But the
ViewSonic PT795 monitor is limited to 180 Hz at that res-
olution. Thus, the maximum refresh rate should be set to
180 Hz. Moreover, the vertical frequency is correlated
with horizontal frequency as well as with the bandwidth.
So all these limitations must be taken into consideration.
If the refresh rate settings exceed any of the limits, the dis-
play will be distorted or the CRT may be damaged.

DISCUSSION

ThePCTSCOPE libraryprovidesa solutionfor usinghigh-
quality images in a PC tachistoscope with precise timing

control in the limited DOS environment.The requiredmon-
itor and display card are availableon the commercial mar-
ket and they are not expensive. It is easy to create new C
programs or to add to existingC programs with the routines
in this library. The computer can be programmed to act as
a multichannel tachistoscopewith an increased number of
channelswithout sacrificing resolutionand colors, and the
time required for a display change can be reduced by in-
creasing the refresh rate. Research using eye movement
contingent display control methods, in which the stimuli
on the display change at times indicatedby where and when
the subject’s eyes move, is particularly demanding.

For example, the moving window method used to study
the perceptual span in reading (McConkie & Rayner,
1975;McConkie,Zola,Wolverton,& Burns, 1978) requires
that the display be changed in response to the subject’s eye
movements on a line of text, creating a high-resolution
window where the subject’s gaze is directed, with other
stimuli or lower resolution outside this area. The display
change must be made within the duration of a saccade or
at the very beginning of a fixation while saccadic sup-
pression is high in order to minimize interference while the
subject reads the text. Some saccades are less than 20 msec
in duration, thus putting strong constraints on the time
available to detect the onset of the saccade, estimate where
the eyes will stop and actually change the image to place
the high-resolutionwindow at the desired location.Those
experiments using eye movement contingent display de-
mand a more advanced technique for tachistoscopic dis-
play than the methods described by Bokhorst (1995) and
Myors (1998).

As an example of this method, a study was conducted
in which a computerized display of this type was used to
investigate the perceptual span in Chinese reading. For
this type of work, a PC tachistoscope needs several capa-
bilities to create the movingwindows. First, it needs a high-
resolution image in order to show Chinese writing clearly
on the display. Chinese must be shown in graphic modes
and each character is usually composed of a bitmap of
24 3 24 pixels in experiments.A resolutionof 320 3 200
pixels is insufficient to show the number of characters typ-
ically needed for a sentence. Also the shape of the charac-
ter strokes on the display is too coarse. Displays of Chinese
text demand a resolution of 640 3 480 pixels or higher in
order to keep the size of a character to about one degree
of visual angle. Second, a Chinese language tachistoscope
needs a number of pages in order to create the dynamic
changing display. In a standard moving window experi-
ment, only a certain amount of correct text is shown, that
lying within a specified region relative to the reader’s gaze
location, and the remainder is masked on every eye fixa-
tion. The text window must change according to where the
eyes stop on each eye fixation. Redrawing part of the text
at the beginning of each eye fixation is too slow. One way
to accomplish the rapid display change is to preload a num-
ber of versions of the text including all the possible text
window locations and then switch among these text im-
ages dynamically in response to their gaze location at the
beginning of each fixation. Finally, the display change of
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the moving windows has to be as fast as possible, requir-
ing a fast refresh rate. There is only 15 msec or less in which
to change the display for the eye movement contingent
display. The refresh rate of a standard VGA graphic mode,
60 Hz, is not fast enough. It is necessary to increase the re-
fresh rate in order to shorten the time of waiting for the
synchronizationpoint. This time can be further shortened
by disabling the frame synching feature, causing the image
to change as soon as it is requested, rather than waiting
until the end of the frame. Since any tearing of the image
will occur during or shortly after the saccade, at the time
when saccadic suppression reduces visual sensitivity, such
stimulus aberrations are not likely to be detected.

One study that implemented this technique investigated
theperceptualspan of Chinesepassage reading (Tsai,Tzeng,
Hung, & Yen, 2000). The eye movements are recorded via
the EYELINK eyetracker system, which has a sampling
rate of 250 times per second. Two Pentium II 333 comput-
ers are interconnectedvia an ethernet cable. One computer
is for monitoring the eye movements and the other one is
for stimulus display. The computer for stimulus display is
equipped with a ViewSonic PT795 monitor and an ASUS
V3400TNT-AGP display control. The program for the ex-
periment combines the PCTSCOPE library and the func-
tions for eye tracking supplied by SR Inc., developer of
the EYELINK eyetracker. During the experiment, one line
of a passage was shown at a time and changed to the next
when the subject had read that line. Twenty-five Chinese
characters in 24 3 24 pixel bitmaps were shown horizon-
tally in the graphic mode with a resolution of 800 3 600
pixels and 16 colors. This mode was initialized by the
initVbeMode() routine with a 167-Hz refresh rate, which
is the limitation for the ViewSonic PT795 monitor.

As a subject read each line, the display was changed at
the beginning of each eye fixation to create a window for
restricting the area of reading. In the extreme case, only
one character (the character to which the eyes were di-
rected) was from the original sentence and the rest of the
characters were replaced with characters of very low cul-
tural frequency. In this situation, there are 25 possible line
configurations, one for each character position to which
the gaze could be directed during a fixation. All these 25
images, each having a different window location, were
loaded into display memory before beginning the sen-
tence presentation.Then with each eye movement, the dis-
play was changed to the image that corresponded to the lo-
cation at which the eyes landed. In this way, the window
showing normal text moved to wherever the eyes went. To
reduce visual interference caused by the changingdisplay,
the image changed to all low-frequency characters when
the subject’s eyes began a saccade. Once the eyes moved
and were slowing to a stop for the next location, the visu-
alPage() function was called to change the display, speci-
fying the image that would put the window at the location
of the new eye fixation.

To validate the timing of the changingdisplay, any of sev-
eral methodscan be applied.First, the refresh rate of the cur-
rent status is available by user controls in most of the mon-

itors; otherwise, an oscilloscopecan be used to get this in-
formation. Second, a timerprogram can be used to measure
the time spent waiting for synchronization. For example,
the eye movement recording program included in the
EYELINK software package can insert text as markers in
the data file, thus providing time stamps to indicate the
moment at which a call was made to change the display
and also when the display change had been completed
after vsync(). When the refresh rate was set to 180 Hz, the
result showed that the time from synchronizing with the
CRT scan to when the change was completed was within
6 msec, the duration of one refresh cycle. Third, a similar
method showed that the time for visualPage() to switch
images was less than1 msec.A program using the same pro-
cedure as Myors (1998) was run to estimate the time for
switching to an image by visualPage(). It took 40.5 msec
for visualPage() to switch images on a Pentium II 333
computerwith an ASUS V3400TNT-AGP display card. Of
course, additional time is required for the display controller
to reach the end of the current frame and then paint the
new image on the screen.

With the technique of refresh rate control and rapid
switching of high-quality images described here, both the
precision and speed of image switching are improved for
PC tachistoscopicpresentations.Also, the accessibilityof
the memory banks on the display card makes it possible to
increase the channels of graphic display, though further
tests must be done to determine how to gain memory ac-
cessibility beyond8 MB. The stimuli for a trial can be pre-
pared by loading them into different pages before initia-
tion. The concerns about the time required for allocating
system memory or moving an image buffer into display
memory are eliminated. And the time for drawing images
is also eliminated by having the operation occur prior to
the beginningof the trial. It is versatile and can be broadly
applied to many areas of research, including eye move-
ment contingent display control studies, experiments
using graphic stimuli, and animated display of motions.

This article presents a way to advance applicationsof PC
tachistoscopes for psychological experiments. The tech-
niques described are especially suitable for research de-
manding high-quality images and rapid, successive pre-
sentation of stimuli. The routines are included in the
PCTSCOPE library and should be compatible with other
regular function calls. They are easy to implement and
combine with existing programs. It is hoped that this tech-
nique will improve on existing PC tachistoscopic presen-
tation techniques and extend the possibilities of research.
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APPENDIX
A Sample Program to Load and Switch Between Images With the PCTSCOPE Library

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <conio.h>

#include ª pctscope.hº

int ActivePage=0,VisualPage=0;

void main(void)

{

int p=1;

initVbeMode(0x112,180.0); /* Set the mode to 640x480 16.8M colors, */

/* and the refresh rate to 180.0 Hz */

visualPage(0); /* show page 0, it is the default page. */

ActivePage=1; /* Select page 1 for drawing pixels */

load_JPG_file(0, 0, ªpic1.jpgº); /* Load and draw a JPEG image on page 1 */

ActivePage=2; /* Select page 2 for drawing the image */

load_JPG_file(0, 0, ªpic2.jpgº); /* Load and draw a JPEG image on page 2*/

getch(); /* Press any key to switch between images continuously */

while(!kbhit()) {

vsync(); /* Synchronize with the retrace cycle  */

visualPage(p); /* Switch between page 1 and page 2 on the display */

p = 3 - p;

}

getch();

setVbeMode(0x03); /* Reset to the text mode */

}
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